# AmAs AMbienti in Ascolto

## Thematic focus
- Soundscape, Long life learning, Human geography, Adaptive course.

## Year
- 2019-2021

## Project location
- Caxias do Sul, Brazil

## Swiss Institution
- Lorena Rocca (lorena.rocca@supsi.ch) SUPSI, DFA
- Egon Werlen (egon.werlen@ffhs.ch) Fernfachhochschule Schweiz FFHS (scuola affiliata SUPSI) [https://www.ffhs.ch/it/](https://www.ffhs.ch/it/)

## Description
**AmAs project** is supported by MOVETIA Foundation as one of the 18 pilot projects of the carte blanche action for the development of higher education, international mobility and cooperation, with the aim of "expanding the geographic scope of cooperation, while seeking exchange and promoting educational and scientific innovation". Specifically, AmAs aims at launching a new combined program between Swiss and Brazil, fostering new listening attitude among in-service teachers – in a multidisciplinary perspective – developing innovative distance learning methodologies based on a customization and adaptation of technologies to different contexts.

The outcome of the educational project consists in a digital open data sonic mapping of selected territories and Podcast production that follows all the activities. The innovative methodologies experimentation – adaptive course and digital sonic mapping – could be evaluated in Swiss formative context, representing an opportunity for all the national educational system.

## Development relevance (Agenda 2030)

**The cooperation about different international educative context (Caxias do Sul -Brazil- and Locarno –Swiss-) focusing the goal 4.c By 2030, substantially increase the supply of qualified teachers, including through international cooperation for teacher training in developing countries.**

Any result can be achieved without the active involvement of local citizens and population, understanding their feeling for the territory, their memories, their references in relation to different age and education. The goal 4.7 By 2030, (…) appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development.
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